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INTRODUCTION
________________________________________________
The International Conference on Arctic Margins (ICAM) was founded by the U.S. Department of the Interior
Minerals Management Service (MMS) in 1991 with the underlying two-point theme of 1) scientific understanding
of the Arctic and 2) international cooperation in Arctic research. To these ends, ICAM has provided a forum for the
exchange of information, collaboration in research, and presentation of results.
The inaugural 1992 ICAM conference was held in Anchorage, Alaska. It was hosted by the MMS, Alaska
Geological Society, and the University of Alaska, Fairbanks. Nearly four hundred scientists from 12 nations
attended the Anchorage meeting and made nearly two hundred technical presentations on Arctic earth sciences. The
Proceedings of the 1992 ICAM contain 70 scientific papers and are available from the Department of Interior
Minerals Management Service, Alaska Region (www.mms.gov/alaska/icam).
The 1994 ICAM in Magadan, Russia was hosted by the North East Science Center of the Russian Academy of
Sciences Far East Branch and was attended by over 130 scientists. The conference featured sessions on
Stratigraphy, Paleoclimate and Paleogeography, Regional Terrane Correlation and Geophysics, Resource Potential,
Permafrost, and Mining Ecology. A round table discussion was held on Present and Future Cooperative Alliances
Between Science, Industry, and Government. There were numerous symposia and selected workshops on specific
topics. The Proceedings of the 1994 ICAM were published in 1995 by the Russian Academy of Sciences Far
Eastern Branch, Magadan and contain 45 scientific papers (www.mms.gov/alaska/icam).
Germany, through the Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources (BGR), the German Society for
Polar Research and the Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research hosted the 1998 ICAM III
conference in Celle Germany. The ICAM III Proceedings contain sixty seven papers and were published as
two special volumes of the Journal Polarforschung (numbers 68 and 69) in 2000 and 2001 by the German
Society for Polar Research and Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research.
ICAM IV convened September 30-October 3, 2003, and was sponsored by Natural Resources Canada through the
Geological Survey of Canada (Atlantic) and was supposed to be held at the Bedford Institute of Oceanography,
Dartmouth Nova Scotia. However, due to the impact of the direct hit of Hurricane Juan at Halifax the day before
the meeting, the resourceful and undaunted organizers led by Ruth Jackson of the Geological Survey of Canada,
found space at a local hotel to hold the meeting. And not even a Hurricane could stop the meeting. This fourth
conference was devoted to discussions of the geology, geodynamics and resources of the margins within our joint
Arctic community.
Just in time for the International Polar Year, ICAM V – the Fifth International Conference on Arctic Margins will
be held September 3-5, 2007 in Tromsø, Norway. It is sponsored by the Geological Society of Norway (NGF) in
cooperation with the European Association of Geoscientists and Engineers (EAGE).
Conference themes include:
Geodynamics and Tectonic Evolution of Arctic Region
Search for past plate boundaries; Megasequences in the Circum Arctic; Magmatism; Palaeogeography
Circum Arctic Orogens
Uralides; Caledonides/Ellesmerian; Brooks Range
Sedimentary Basin Development
Uplift and Erosion of Arctic Margins – Timing and Causes
Continental Slopes and Deep Basins
Sedimentary processes; Origin and evolution of the Alpha-Mendeleev Ridges
Arctic Gateways
Tectonics; Palaeo-oceanography
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Glacial History and Processes
Morphological development; Palaeoclimate; Permafrost; Technologies for Arctic Ocean Research
Visit their web site at http://www.geologi.no/AD2007
For the papers contained in the ICAM IV Proceedings, we strived to make sure (perhaps not completely
successfully) that all of the reviewers comments were addressed by the authors and to make sure that nothing was
altered or lost in the editing process. We have also strived to ensure all grammatical and spelling errors were caught
and corrected and that no other errors were introduced or overlooked. However, we realize that some may have
been missed and request that authors or readers report these to us and we will post them on the web at
www.mms.gov/alaska/icam.
This volume of the Proceedings was produced by the volunteer efforts of many people and the editors would like to
thank all who submitted papers and who patiently worked with the editors in finally achieving publication. We also
thank all of our reviewers for their thoughtful and thorough work. We feel that the papers contained in the
Proceedings will be valuable contributions to the Arctic Earth Science Community for years to come.

The Editors
Robert A. Scott
Cambridge Arctic Shelf Programme
Department of Earth Sciences
Cambridge University, UK.

Dennis K. Thurston
U.S. Department of the Interior
Minerals Management Service
Anchorage, Alaska
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PREFACE

ICAM IV--The Fourth International Conference on Arctic Margins
The Arctic Ocean is a small ocean with perennial ice
cover. The ocean and the surrounding landmasses are
challenging regions to collect geological and
geophysical data. Thus, Arctic researchers are united in
their difficult working conditions. Furthermore, they all
understand the importance of correlating onshore data
around the Arctic Ocean and the need for onshoreoffshore connections to understand the geological
history.

Geoscience in a Changing Climate; Implications for
Development. This session allowed the important
geological information on changing climate and the
effect on the Arctic population to be examined.
During the meeting, at the start of each day, a key note
address was held. Three topics were chosen that were
to both have overall appeal and to provide specific
knowledge on the activities in the country where the
meeting was held. Two of the presentations that
addressed Canadian issues of broad interest were: Oil
and Gas Potential of Canada's Northern Basins: Future
Exploration Trends by Benoit Beauchamp and
Implications of a 500 metre deep borehole in frozen
sediments in the Canadian Beaufort Shelf presented by
Steve Blasco. The data gleaned from the scientific
program on US submarines called SCICEX was
presented by Bernard Coakley in a talk called The
Lomonosov Ridge, Top to Bottom.

At each of the ICAM meetings a number of topics are
highlighted. One new theme for the ICAM IV was
Science issues relating to United Nations Convention
on Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) Article 76. Five nations
(Russia, Norway, Denmark, Canada and the United
States) have the potential of extending their continental
shelves into the Arctic Ocean. New data collected to
make the claim for additional territory will improve the
scientific knowledge base of the Arctic Ocean.
A number of sessions were organized to have broad
participation either by region or by scientific discipline.
The Geodynamic Significance of Arctic Magmatism
was a circum-Arctic theme put forward to give
scientists working in geographically separated areas the
opportunity to compare and contrast their findings.
Vertical motions in the Arctic: Tectonic and glacial
brought together a number of different disciplines with
related problems. Atlantic versus Pacific tectonic
regimes in the evolution of the Arctic Ocean was
featured so that the Arctic Ocean plate tectonics could
be set in a global prospective. The Tectonic
Framework session provided an overview of Arctic
specific tectonic issues. Circum-Greenland Tectonics
was another unifying theme. The well studied seas
adjacent Norway and east Greenland provide standards
to be emulated and insights into the more difficult to
access regions. New information collected on Nares
Strait 2001 marine expedition could be highlighted and
placed in the context of other activities in the Labrador
Sea. Hydrocarbon potential and gas hydrates are of
continuing interest in the Arctic and it was important to
be updated on this subject.

At 12:10 a.m. Monday September 29, 2003, Hurricane
Juan made landfall in Nova Scotia as one of the most
powerful and damaging hurricanes to ever affect
Canada. Hurricane Juan's maximum sustained wind
speed at landfall in Nova Scotia was measured at 100
mph (160 km/h). The majority of severe property
damage was concentrated in the core of the Halifax
Regional Municipality where ICAM IV was held.
Power lines were down, bridges were closed and roads
were blocked by fallen trees. The arrival of Hurricane
Juan on the day prior to the meeting (September 30 October 3, 2003) altered all plans that had been
initiated at least a year in advance.
Bedford Institute of Oceanography where the meeting
was to be held was without power as well as most of
the hotels in the Halifax-Dartmouth area. Claudia
Currie head of the organizing committee noticed that
the Ramada Hotel had power. Space for a day was
booked until the power was restored at BIO. (It
actually was not restored until the meeting was over).
Meanwhile a low tech solution was devised to let
participants know where the meeting was to be held.
Volunteers walked or drove to the hotels in the region
and put up hand written notices of the meeting location.
In all, twenty volunteers from the Geological Survey of

Another new theme for ICAM conferences was Arctic
Margins: Coastal and Marine Environmental
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Canada and Fisheries and Oceans, leapt into action.
Nelly Koziel managed the additional costs that were
not anticipated. With no commercial space available for
a reception, Ron Macnab volunteered his home for
a wine and cheese party for the 130 participants. The
lobster supper was the supreme accomplishment of the
volunteers who managed to find a local hall that had
power, a supplier for the lobsters and a caterer to
provide the rest. The field trip went as planned in
unusually warm and calm conditions after the storm.
The Fourth International Conference on Arctic margins
closed with a successful outcome and quite a story to
tell.

Dr. H. Ruth Jackson
Scientist
Natural Resources Canada
Geological Survey of Canada
Bedford Institute of Oceanography
Chercheur scientifique
Ressources naturelles Canada
Commission géologique du Canada
Institut océanographique de Bedford
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TRIBUTE TO NIKITA A. BOGDANOV
By Viktor Khain
Nikita Alexeevich Bogdanov, a prominent Russian
geologist, active Arctic researcher, passed away on
14 December 2003 after serious disease. This
grievous event took place only three months after his
return from the ICAM IV Conference in Halifax,
Canada. He felt back pain, and soon it turned out that
he was affected by melanoma, the most untreatable
and fulminant form of cancer.
Nikita Bogdanov was Director of the Institute of
Internal and Marginal seas, Corresponding Member
of Russian Academy of Sciences and Professor of
Lomonosov Moscow State University. Nikita
Bogdanov was born on 23 July 1931 in the family of
outstanding Russian geologist Alexey A. Bogdanov,
professor and dean of Geological Faculty of
Lomonosov Moscow State University. Nikita
Bogdanov had started his field works in Eastern
Siberia, at that time poorly studied area in the Amur
River basin, even before he graduated from Moscow
Geological Prospecting Institute. Later on, already as
a research fellow of Geological Institute of Russian
Academy of Sciences, he extended his research
interest to the Koryak Upland in the North-East of
Russia and Wrangel Island in the Arctic. Between
these fieldworks he managed to make long business
trips to Australia and California.
His integrating studies of North-East of Russia,
Tasmanian Foldbelt of Australia and North American
Cordilleras resulted in Doctoral thesis devoted to
Paleozoic geosynclines of Pacific Ring. In this work
he introduced an idea of “talasso-geosynclines”
initiated on the oceanic crust. With the advent of
conception considering ophiolites as relics of ancient
oceanic crust Nikita Bogdanov was among the first
Russian geologists who, together with Academician
V. Peive, began to apply this conception to folded
structures of the USSR. Soon he became a Head of
International Project on ophiolites studies and
organized international geological excursions to Polar
Urals, Middle Asia and Transcaucasia. These
excursions allowed geologists from many countries
to get acquaintance with ophiolites located within the
territory of USSR, and one should take into account
that to organize the excursions Nikita Bogdanov had
to overcome the constraints on the visits of foreigners
existed that time in USSR.
Nikita Bogdanov’s activity as General Secretary
of Organizing Committee of 24 International
Geological Congress in Moscow in 1984 brightly

exhibited his managerial abilities. As participants of the
Congress acknowledged, this Session was among the
most successful in the history of Geological Congresses.
Since that time the name of Nikita Bogdanov became
widely known among the geologists from many
countries. In 1979 Nikita Bogdanov was invited by
Academician A. Sidorenko to take a position of ViceDirector of newly founded Institute of Lithosphere of
Russian Academy of Sciences. In 1989 he was elected
Director of the Institute. Nikita Bogdanov with his
colleagues continued studies of geology of the North-East
Russia, particularly, Kamchatka and the Arctic region. He
was also a leader or active participant of the cruises
carried out onboard research vessels in the Phillipine,
Mediterranean and Chukchi seas. In 1992, together with
S. Tilman, he published a first detailed tectonic map of
the whole area of North-East of Russia. It would be no
exaggeration to say that he was the best expert in
geology, particularly, tectonics of this remote area of
Russia. Then he initiated compilation of tectonic maps of
the marginal and internal seas of Russia. Tectonic maps
of the Mediterranean, Barents, Kara, Laptev, Caspian
seas and Sea of Okhotsk of 1: 2 500 000 scale were
published under his editorship. In 2003 this work was
awarded by State Prize of RF.
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During his last years he focused his attention on
Arctic tectonics issues and before his unexpected
death he nearly finished compilation of the entire
Arctic Basin tectonic map which was intended to be
demonstrated during regular Session of the
International Geological Congress in Florence, but
these plans could not come true. For the numerous
Nikita’s friends in Russia and abroad, as well as for
both Russian and international geological
communities his untimely death is a heavy and
irreplaceable loss.

TRIBUTE TO KIRILL V. SIMAKOV
By Dennis Thurston
Kirill Vladimirovich Simakov – Full member of the
RAS, Doctor of Sciences (Geology and Mineralogy),
Member of Honor of Science of the Russian
Federation, Chairman of the Presidium of the NorthEastern Scientific Center of the FEB RAS
(Magadan), died April 14, 2004. The North-Eastern
Scientific Center hosted the second ICAM 1994 in
Magadan, of which Kirill was the Chairman and
organizer. He co-edited and printed the ICAM II
Proceedings. He was on the organizing committee of
the first ICAM meeting in Anchorage in 1992 and the
third ICAM meeting in Celle, Germany in 1998. He
was not able to attend to the ICAM IV meeting in
Halifax.
Kirill was born in Leningrad on February 1,
1935. He was married and leaves his wife Valentina,
two children and a granddaughter.
The son of a geologist, Kirill studied from
1952-57 at the Geological Department of the
Leningrad State University. From 1957-70 he worked
as a head of field teams and as a senior geologist of
the Seimchan Geological-Exploration Team in
Magadan Region. Since 1970 he worked as a
scientist, a laboratory head, a senior scientist of
NEISRI, Kirill defended his Candidate's dissertation
in 1970.
From 1979-84 K.V. Simakov headed a SovietBelgian joint investigation on a comparison of
Famennian and Tournaisian reference sections of the
Russian Northeast and the Franco-Belgian Basin. He
is a participant in and organizer of different
international geologic symposia and international
geologic congresses, carboniferous stratigraphy and
geology congresses, the Pacific Scientific
Association Congress and others. Kirill received his
Doctorate in 1985. In 1990 he became the ViceChairman of the NESC RAS. He was also elected a
Corresponding Member of RAS in 1990 and received
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the title of Honored Scientist of the Russian Federation in
1991.
At the meeting of the Russian Academy of Sciences
Presidium in 2000, Kirill was elected as a Full member
(Academician) of the RAS.
Kirill has authored over 250 papers, including 20
monographs. He was awarded the highest award in
geology of the USSR Academy of Sciences by
Academician Karpinsky in 1988 for a series of his
monographs published during 1984-86 which dealt with
the problem of determination of chronostratigraphic
boundaries and generalized worldwide knowledge on the
stratigraphy of Devonian-Carboniferous boundary
deposits.
Kirill had a special interest in northeastern Russian
regional geology and the biostratigraphy of DevonianCarboniferous boundary deposits. His lifetime work led
him to investigate the theory of chronostratigraphy and
philosophical aspects of geologic time. One of his last
publications in 2001—“Origin, Development, and
Perspectives of the Theory of Paleobiospheric Time”--was
a book dedicated to Academician Alexander Leonidovich
Yanshin for his 90-year jubilee. This book delved into
Kirill’s favorite subject--the conceptual history of real
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paleobiospheric time, and how changes in geological
theory and empirical data impacted the perception and
application of time in the earth sciences.
Kirill was a member of the Russian
Interdepartmental Stratigraphic Committee,
Chairman of the Russian Northeast Regional
Interdepartmental Stratigraphic Commission, a
member of several scientific councils at the RAS and
FEB RAS, and a member of the editorial board of
Pacific Geology magazine. He became a member of
the International Working Group on the DevonianCarboniferous Boundary in 1976, and its ViceChairman in 1984; since 1992 he was a member of
the American Association of Petroleum Geologists.
Kirill liked to ski and to read detective stories,
but most of all he liked to work. According to his
colleagues he was working on his last day. Scientists
of his caliber and type are very rare and he and his
ideas are greatly missed.
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GLOBAL TECTONIC ACTIONS EMANATING FROM ARCTIC OPENING IN THE
CIRCUMSTANCES OF A TWO-LAYER MANTLE AND A THICK-PLATE PARADIGM INVOLVING
DEEP CRATONIC TECTOSPHERES: THE EUREKAN (EOCENE) COMPRESSIVE MOTION OF
GREENLAND AND OTHER EXAMPLES
Miles F. Osmaston, The White Cottage, Sendmarsh, Ripley, Woking, Surrey GU23 6JT, UK
miles@osmaston.demon.co.uk
ABSTRACT
The intra-Eocene Eurekan (s.l.) compression,
extending from Ellesmere Island to western Svalbard,
has vergence that varies along strike and appears to be
the product of a broadly northward force acquired by
Greenland. But how? To approach this puzzle we reexamine the pattern of mantle motion implied by the
movement of plates.
Three kinds of evidence indicate that subducting
oceanic plates actually incorporate hot mantle at depth,
one of these being the tomographic reappearance of this
heat as slab reheating during active subduction. The
latter apparently results in the partial melting of the
subducted oceanic crust, producing lumps of stishovitic
residue that fall into the lower mantle. Tomographic
patterns of apparent slab penetration into the lower
mantle accord with this reinterpretation, implying that
we have two-layer mantle convection but with very
slow upward seepage/diffusion of lower mantle
material though the 660 km boundary to offset the
volume input as lumps.
To explain the presence of this heat in oceanic
plates, a deep-axial-mantle-'crack' model of their
genesis at MORs is outlined, whereby the LVZ is
formed as a mechanically integral part of the much
thicker (80 km? initially) plate. Solid-state mineral
phase-change transformation causes inward bulging
and contact of the crack walls, generating powerful
push-apart force and this 'sucks' mantle into the crack
along-strike and the process repeats. An ultraslowspreading variant of this model accords well with
Gakkel Ridge features.
Remarkably, thicker plates even confer advantages
in respect of the subduction downbend process. Rather
than elastic flexure an escalator-like through-plate stepfaulting mechanism is outlined that also supports outer
rises. This provides a basal subduction tectonic erosion
(STE) mechanism that offers progress in understanding
how flat subduction, now widely recognized, arises and
may be the precursor to the imbricate thrust systems in
collision and UHP terranes.
A exciting further benefit of thicker plates is that it
offers to validate the anticlastic curvature mechanism at
plate downbend as the cause of back-arc opening in the
presence of ridge push forces, thus resolving a paradox

of very long standing.
For cratons, seismological, petrological and
geochemical evidence is assembled which support that
they have tectospheric keels that reach to well beyond
500 km. This, in the context of a two-layer mantle,
raises the problem that when a craton is split, where can
the new MOR 'suck' the mantle from to put beneath the
growing ocean plate? For the opening Atlantic the
eastward motions of the Caribbean and Scotia plates
offer an answer.
For the Arctic Ocean, a northward drag upon
Greenland's keel, causing the Eurekan compression,
could be one of the results. The northward motion of
India, due to deep mantle flow drawn through the West
Siberian gap between cratonic keels, could well be
another. Thirdly, flow through the Bering gap may
have initiated the Aleutian arc Thus the tectonics of the
Arctic, both its MOR and the Eurekan compression,
offer a new dimension to the debate on the form of
mantle convection, previously limited to seismology
and geochemistry.
INTRODUCTION
Lacking information about the ocean floors,
Wegener saw the moving of a continent as involving
only the continental crust. With the advent of sea-floor
spreading and plate tectonics in the 1960s it became
clear that plates must include a limited thickness of
mantle, but with functions limited to cooling shrinkage
on the flanks of MORs, all the mantle below that being
assigned, at least initially, the jobs of moving the plates
about by convection and the (ad hoc) provision of
sources of intraplate heating and magmas.
Since that time, development of the plate tectonics
paradigm has continued to pursue this thin-plate mode
in which even the somewhat thicker lithosphere
recognized beneath continents was not thick enough to
provide significant constraints upon mantle flow
patterns. The theme to be outlined here is that a change
to a very much thicker-plate form of the paradigm is
highly remunerative observationally on a wide range of
scales.
One such benefit, to which attention was originally
drawn by Osmaston (1977), but which will be dealt
with more fully elsewhere, is that if plates are thick
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Figure 1. Distribution of the Eurekan compression. The big arrow indicates the effective independent motion of Greenland inferable from that
compression. Its amount is currently undetermined. The interpretation of its cause, developed
in the text, is that the Arctic-directed flow of upper mantle material in response to the progressing separation (slow though it is), by the Arctic
(Gakkel) MOR, of the deep-keeled cratons
around the Arctic, pushed northward upon
Greenland’s keel. (Modified from Tessensohn
and Piepjohn, 2000.)
enough splitting them in a particular way provides a
mechanism for intraplate magmagenesis, thus offering
an escape from a dependence upon independent mantle
flow patterns below.
In this contribution I outline a series of arguments
(A) that, contrary to widespread perception, the present
mantle convective pattern is actually a two-layer one,
having changed from whole-mantle overturn during the
very early Proterozoic, and (B) that the mechanically
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integral thicknesses of tectonic plates in general are
very much greater than currently is recognized,
extending beneath cratons, in particular, to near the
base of the upper mantle at 660 km depth. It will be
reasoned that this combination of circumstances has
had, and/or is having, a major effect upon upper mantle
flow patterns, resulting in a number of very major and
obvious plate tectonic effects globally, of which the
essentially Eocene compression that affected a crustal
band from SE Ellesmere Island to west Svalbard has
been especially puzzling. Although originally named
for the event in the Canadian Arctic islands
(Thorsteinsson and Tozer, 1970) the name Eurekan is
here, for brevity, widened to include the Svalbard
compression.
The Eurekan compression/ thrusting was mainly
SE-vergent in SE Ellesmere Island (Piepjohn et al.,
2000), north-vergent in north Greenland (Lyberis and
Manby, 2001) and strongly ENE-vergent in western
Svalbard (Harland and Horsfield, 1974). Due to the
convergence of geographic north directions at these
high latitudes these directions are near-consistent with a
single compressive motion (Fig. 1). In reviewing the
event, both Tessensohn and Piepjohn (2000) and
Lepvrier (2000) comment that although plate separation
in the northern N Atlantic and Eurasian Basin began
(Gulf of Labrador, via the Wegener Fault in Nares
Strait) at about chron 33 time (83 Ma) (Srivastava and
Roest, 1995) the compression did not begin until after
separation had also got started on the other side of
Greenland, at Chron 24 time (early Eocene), thus
seeming to have required that the Greenland plate was
independently 'adrift'.
The problem lies in that any crustal shortening
inevitably requires the downward 'disposal' of a
corresponding amount of its lithospheric mantle and a
considerable force to do that, or at least to initiate it.
The geology along the northern side of the belt, partly
continental, partly (at that time) very young ocean
plate, would have hindered rather than promoted any
attempt at subductive disposal, and the conflicting
vergences hardly support 'normal' subduction either.
Our job here is see how an appropriate force might
have been generated.
To argue that plates are actually very thick might
seem at first sight be a step in the wrong direction for
this problem. The essence of the argument to be
developed in this paper, however, is that the demand,
generated by the craton-separating activity of the Arctic
(Gakkel) MOR, for mantle to put beneath the Arctic
floor (and all the way down to the 660 km
discontinuity), ‘sucked’ Greenland’s deep tectospheric
keel northward. Onset of the motion, and of the
Eurekan compression, at the beginning of the Eocene
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Figure 2. Illustration of the dynamic genesis and support of outer rises as a product of
compression within the angle of the rolling hinge represented by plate downbend, as
inferred by Melosh and Raefsky (1980). This opened the door to consideration of
downbend mechanisms other than elastic flexure. Note that inter alia the height of the rise
will depend on whether the downward egress of material is restricted or facilitated. In the
Peru-Chile Arica Bight the two-direction downbend restricts egress and produces the
world’s highest outer rise (~1 km), whereas the Mariana trench, which curves the other
way, has no outer rise despite the flexural strength expected of this exceptionally old area
of plate. Elevation of a mantle phase-change boundary, due to the supralithostatic
pressure gradient beneath the rise, is a suggested possibility that may contribute to the
gravity excesses widely observed (e.g. Uyeda and Kanamori, 1979).
marked the completion of Greenland’s detachment
from the plates on each side of it. The cessation of the
Eurekan compression at the end of the Eocene then
records that the north-east Atlantic ‘gap’ at depth was
now wide enough for the mantle flow to the Arctic to
by-pass Greenland’s keel.
The paper proceeds in three main stages:- (1) a
fresh assessment of the subduction process indicating
the presence of two-layer mantle convection; (2)
characterization of the genesis and constitution of the
proposed thicker plates at both ends of the age-scale MORs and cratons, noting their intermediate behaviour
at subduction downbend as discussed in (1); (3) brief
discussion of the chemical and global tectonic
consequences of this combination, of which the
Eurekan compression is one.
The paper introduces new models or perpectives
for a number of Earth processes, stressing their action
in qualitative terms and judging their value as links in
the conceptual framework. To attempt their
quantification here would far overrun the limitations
upon the paper’s length and, moreover, would in many
cases be insecure because the new models lay stress

upon some physical parameters to which, not
surprisingly, little attention has been needed in the
context of existing models.
Overall the paper seeks to reinforce and refine, in an
Arctic-based context, but with wider applicability, our
perceptions of the linkage envisaged by Hager and
McConnell (1979) when they wrote (p. 1031) ‘It is
likely that the motions of the lithospheric plates
strongly influence the accompanying large-scale flow
in the earth’s mantle’.
A FRESH LOOK AT SUBDUCTION
Many-faceted study (>25 yrs) of the subduction
process has shown me that, contrary to the standard
thin-plate perception, the oceanic plate arriving for
subduction must actually have thermal buoyancy,
especially when it is <70 Ma old. There are three lines
of evidence for this:(a) the mechanical development of extensive 'flatslab' interface profiles by progressive detachment of
upper-plate material (STE), sometimes including that
from the middle and lower crust;
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(b) occurrences of wide belts of
silicic/granitoid post-subduction magmatism
(PSM) when young-plate subduction ceased;
(c) reappearance of that heat in the form of
slab reheating during active subduction, seen in
many tomographic transects of subduction zones,
but often dismissed as slab drop-off.

Figure 3. Sketches of the proposed mechanism of subducting plate downbend and of downbend advance by
basal subduction tectonic erosion (STE) of the upper
plate. At any given moment, where beneath the upper
plate, all the step-angles will be full of material acquired from the hanging wall as the result of successive
increments in step-fault throw, each succeeded by
shearing off the hanging wall material that has entered
the step-angle (A). The cylindrical faults are of the
same radius, each having been initiated in the same
way; this provides compression at depth and an outer
rise. Details of the action are in (B). The line of shearoff is fixed by all the undisturbed part of the interface,
not by the relative ‘toughness’ of the rocks involved.
The process generates two different kinds of earthquake - step-fault and interface slip - a recognized feature of seismic coupling. In the step-faulting case, it appears that the seismic energy comes mostly from the
upper, normally-inclined portion of the fault, masking
that from the rheologically weaker reverse portion. If
the subducting plate has insufficient buoyancy for good
mechanical contact with the upper plate, this STE action will be weak or absent.
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(a) Basal subduction tectonic erosion (STE).
The basis for this process is the recognition
(Fig. 2), based on Melosh (1978) and Melosh and
Raefsky (1980), that the support of outer rises does
not require that subducting plate downbend is by
elastic flexure but can be achieved, consistently
with seismological evidence, by an escalator-like
through-plate step-faulting process (Osmaston,
1992a; 1994) (Fig. 3). Since the effective angle
attained by outer trench slopes is only a few
degrees, most of the downbend slope develops by
increments of step-fault throw beneath the forearc.
Each such increment offsets the interface locally
and locks it, the sliver of upper-plate material
trapped in the step-angle being sheared off when
subduction resumes. A feature of this process is
that the positive locking of the interface provides
the means, much better than simple stick-slip on an
already slip-prone interface, for the accumulation
of the strain energy released in earthquakes of
magnitude 9.0 or more (Osmaston, 2005a).
Repetition of the process results in the downbend
position, carved into the upper plate (Fig. 3),
advancing at shallow dip beneath the margin, an
overall sequence that has been called basal
subduction tectonic erosion (STE) (Osmaston,
1994). This alternating process is recognizable as
seismic coupling, well known to seismologists
(Christensen and Ruff, 1983; Lay et al., 1989;
Osmaston, 1999). Furthermore, the forces thus
coupled intermittently to the upper plate are widely
seen as foreland-directed thrusting that has
progressed across the belt (Jordan et al., 1983 and
many later papers by others), as the downbend did,
enabling it to be documented that in both the
Andean examples the advance has been about 300
km in the past 10 Ma (Osmaston, 1995a). Flat
subduction is actually a more widespread
phenomenon than generally realized and is
accompanied by thrust faulting far into the interior
(Gutscher et al., 2000), raising a question about the
widely presumed mobile state of mantle wedges.
Although STE advances the downbend at a shallow
angle and starts at a shallow depth, the margin thus
undercut may imbricate and foreshorten the system
so that a further cycle of STE then ensues, at a

deeper level (Osmaston, 1992a); this appears to be
why, in both the Andean 'flat-slab' segments, the
interface descends quite quickly to 50-80 km depth
before resuming a low angle (Isacks and Barazangi,
1977; Cahill and Isacks, 1992).
This shallower stage of the undercutting of
margins by STE offers, upon imbrication of the margin,
to provide slices of continental basement, much thinner
than the whole crust, that have lost their lower part and
are widely seen in collision belts (e.g. the Alps) and
UHP terranes (Ernst and Liou, 1999; Osmaston, 1997,
2004). The STE-specific type of mélange that is
generated (Fig. 3B) is then widely exposed globally
(author’s unpublished observations).
STE clearly demands the presence of buoyancy in
the subducting plate; slab pull is not an appropriate
agent for achieving this huge 'bite' out of the mantle
wedge, thus lengthening the interface profile, and
buoyancy is also essential to maintain the necessary
close mechanical engagement for STE to work. Studied
cases of seismic coupling (Lay et al., 1989) and of
extensive STE undercutting exhibit a degree of
correspondence and appear to be, or to have been,
where the subducting plate was/is <70 Ma old, strongly
suggesting that the buoyancy is thermal. This means, in
effect, not that the 'slab' is somehow not cold at all, but
that the plate must actually be thicker and incorporate
hot material below the 'slab'. This is accomplished by
the new MOR model discussed later. The Andean
segmentation suggests, however, that plate-age-related
thermal buoyancy is not the only controlling factor on
flat-interface development and that the buoyancy of
subducted aseismic ridges may be the critical additional
trigger, a long-discussed correlation recently stressed
by Gutscher et al. (2000).
(b) PSM (post-subduction magmatism).
Post-subduction silicic/granitoid magmatism has
been widely recognized, but under the limiting name of
post-collision magmatism. The essence of PSM
(Osmaston, 1992b) is that the cessation of subduction,
whether as the result of continental collision or of some
other change in plate dispositions, provides time for
this within-plate heat, if present, to make itself evident,
by conduction, as progressive partial melting of the
subducted oceanic crust along the interface. A
diagnostic expectation of this process is that, since the
melting is reheat-time dependent, its products will
appear first above the deep end of the interface (limited
by the depth beyond which the melts go down instead
of up, because of their higher compressibility) and
work their way trenchwards.
A clear and well-documented case of this

migration is the Siluro-Devonian granitoids and arctype volcanics of Scotland, marking the completion of
Iapetus closure (Watson, 1984). The dates of onset
migrate southeastward from 428 Ma close to the Great
Glen to 397 Ma in southern Scotland. The moment of
complete closure is anchored at about 424 Ma by the
arrival into the Lake District (northern England) of a
sudden influx of NW-derived proximal turbidites from
the Southern Uplands (SU) in the late Wenlock (~424
Ma on the Gradstein et al, 2004 timescale) (McKerrow
and van Staal, 2000). Widespread sedimentary changes
south of the suture, beginning at the basal turriculatus
biozone (436 Ma) suggest that the SU accretionary
complex encountered the southeastern shelf edge of the
ocean at this moment, and underwent progressive
compression before riding up onto it somewhat later
(427 Ma?). Slowing of plate closure during this interval
seems likely to have been what triggered the 428 Ma
onset of PSM.1
Attention to a similar migration of silicic-rhyolitic
magmatism was originally drawn by Coney and
Reynolds (1977; Coney, 1978) in regard to the postLaramide westward 'sweep-back' sequence in the
southwestern USA. In this case the relevant cessation
of subduction appears to have been, not collision, but
that the very large amount of inferable downbend
advance by STE, to extend tectonism all the way to
Colorado, had made following the interface profile
mechanically unsustainable by the subducting plate.
This resulted in the establishment of a new, 'short-cut',
steep interface beneath Sierra Nevada, leaving the
former extremely young subducted plate in place
beneath much of the belt, with its interface oceanic
crust to source the PSM.
Recognizing that both STE and PSM are likely
wherever the rapid subduction of young and hot plates
was involved has led to progress in understanding the
nature of Archaean greenstone belts and their
'continentalization' by the widespread intrusion of nearcoeval TTG granitoids (Osmaston, 2001a). It seems
that greenstone belts are former oceanic-crusted
forearcs, of which all the lower part was removed by
rapid STE (making them unrecognizable as ocean
crust), until subduction was halted by the arrival of a
microcraton, of which many are otherwise missing. The
young hot plate this left in place below, together with
1

An interesting plate tectonic aside, in relation to this inferred SU-to-shelf encounter at 436 Ma (turriculatus biozone) is that it coincides remarkably precisely with the similar encounter in North Greenland with the then Baltica plate
margin, marked by the abrupt onset of easterly- and SEderived turbidite deposition (Hurst et al., 1983; F.Surlyk,
pers. comm. 1995).
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its interface oceanic crust possibly >25 km thick, thus
provides both the source material for the TTG and the
heat for the partial melting, each of which has been a
problem hitherto.
(c) Slab reheating during active subduction.
For the purpose of inferring a two-layer mantle the
final and most important step in our argument that
subducting oceanic plates incorporate deeper material
that is a latent source of heat is to see whether that heat
appears even during active subduction. The now very
numerous tomographic transect studies available (e.g.
van der Hilst et al., 1998; Fukao et al., 2001, together
with >150 kindly provided by E.R. Engdahl, pers.
comm. 2001, 2005) contain many examples in which
the high-velocity signature of the slab fades out at
between 200 km and 350 km, only to be replaced by a
second high-velocity trace that begins near the top of
the Transition Zone (TZ) and continues on through the
660 km level into the lower mantle. It is the latter that
has been getting all the attention from seismologists
and others but it cannot be due to temperature; having
reheated the slab it cannot become cold again. The
deeper signature must be mineralogical. On
observational grounds (T-waves from S-waves
travelling up the slab) in a number of cases, the
descending plate is continuous across the seismicity
and tomographic gap, so cannot represent slab drop-off
(Okal and Talandier, 1997; Okal, 2001). This is matter
to which we return later.
Fortunately this is where our perspective reached
thus far, that subducted oceanic crust may melt at
sufficient depth, given enough slab reheat time, proves
to be useful. An apparently unique series of
experimental studies of such melting at TZ conditions
(T. Gasparik, pers. comm. 2000; Gasparik and Litvin,
2002) has shown that, contrary to what happens at
shallower levels, the melt will be highly ultramafic and
the residue will include most of the silica; the result
being that this residue will transform to stishovitic
lumps. At these pressures stishovite has an unique
combination of high seismic velocity and high density.
These, it appears, are what are going on down into the
lower mantle, forming the raised-velocity traces that
have been acclaimed as showing that we have wholemantle convective overturn at the present time, an
interpretation that has raised much conflict with
geochemists.
This result is consistent with the lack, globally, of
seismicity beyond the (nominally) 660 km boundary, a
puzzling fact if indeed slabs were penetrating the lower
mantle; sinkage of the inferred separated lumps can
have no seismicity potential. These showers of lumps
seem highly appropriate for building the ~250 km thick
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D" layer at the base of the mantle, which has a layered
structure and for which stishovite has been a preferred
constituent seismologically (Wysession et al., 1998).
Further, the accumulation of silica in D" should help to
resolve the well-known geochemical problem that
about 5% of the Earth's expected silica content has
remained un-accounted for, on the assumption that the
upper is representative of the lower mantle, motivating
people to hide it in the core (O'Neill and Palme, 1998;
Palme and O'Neill, 2002).
Considered in more detail, the tomographic
transects of subduction zones show the following
points. Where the plate is young (e.g <25 Ma) the true
slab signature fades by about 220 km depth and there is
no seismicity beyond that, consistent with the heating
being entirely accomplished by conduction. Where the
subducting plate is much older there is a fading of the
slab signature at 350 km if subduction is slow enough
(e.g Izu-Bonin - plate age 130 Ma) but not where
subduction is faster (Tonga, NE Japan). But in all these
older-plate cases there is much deep seismicity (and
especially in the ultrafast Tonga subduction zone), the
energy dissipation from which must supplement the
conductive heating enough to promote the crustal
melting from which the lumps derive. Seismological
evidence has been adduced (Wiens, 2001; Tibi et al.,
2003) for an association of melting with deep
seismicity. Some of the 'showers' descend almost
vertically through the 660 km level (western Pacific)
but others, notably under the Americas, have an
eastward-dipping trace; this seems to record westward
movement of the American source-points, relative to
the lower mantle, as the Atlantic opened. Study of these
traces/showers offers a new source of evidence
regarding relative motions of the plate system relative
to the lower mantle; a field in which the hot-spot
enthusiasts have hitherto held sway.
TIME OF CONVECTIVE CHANGE-OVER TO A
TWO-LAYER MANTLE
The high heating rate in the early Earth would
surely have resulted in whole-mantle convection. There
is much evidence (Osmaston, 2000a; 2002) that the
early Earth was constructed with a wet mantle which,
in the water-weakening mode, would have enabled
convective disposal of heat easily not only to keep up
with heat generation but handsomely to have overrun it
by the end of the Archaean (McKenzie and Richter,
1981). So the existence, now of 20 years' standing, of a
2.45 Ga - 2.22 Ga gap in high-quality zircon ages for
greenstones and for orogenic granitoids (Condie, 1997;
Windley, 1995; B.F. Windley, pers. comm. 2003) (not
to be confused with mafic-ultramafic complexes and Atype granitoids) is serious evidence that mantle
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convection had cooled the Earth too much for it to
continue in that mode; restarting in the much less
efficient two-layer mode at the end of the interval. This
hiatus, particularly that in MOR activity, had huge
effects upon the global environment, shutting off the
reducing input to the oceans (against which oxygenic
life had been fighting) and greatly lowering sea-level,
using up atmospheric CO2 by the resultant rock
weathering, and ending with the unprecedented rise in
atmospheric oxygen to which we owe our present
existence (Osmaston, 2001b).
CONSTRUCTION AND CONSTITUTION OF
THICK TECTONIC PLATES
A new model for MORs
We established in preceding sections that the
behaviour of subducting plates requires that much hot
material be incorporated integrally below the
lithospheric slab, presumably right from the start, at
MORs themselves. A further requirement is that the
extensive foreland-directed thrusting associated with
STE action seems to require a substantially greater
ridge push than is provided by the existing model. In
addition, it has been clear that slab pull is not an
appropriate force for maintaining the subduction of
young, buoyant plates, performing extensive STE.
The key to such a model is that the oceanic low
velocity zone (LVZ) does not possess the
asthenospheric high-creep properties that geophysicists
have customarily assigned to it on account of its
interstitial melt content. In fact the affinity, for H2O, of
the <3% melt (this being wholly insufficient for
mechanical disaggregation) siphons off the waterweakening of the mineral structure, potentially making
it more creep-resistant than the lithosphere above
(Karato, 1986; Hirth and Kohlstedt, 1996), though this
may not actually be the case if the lower temperature of
the latter is allowed for.
The principles of the new model (Fig. 4) were
outlined by Osmaston (1995b; 2000b) but subsequent
study has shown the wide adaptability of its behaviour
at different spreading rates - a matter of great
importance in the present context in view of the
ultraslow spreading rates encountered along the Gakkel
Ridge (Cochran et al., 2003; Dick et al., 2003a,b). Its
central features, at medium and fast spreading rates, are
as follows. It has a narrow, deep, sub-axis mantle crack
into which mantle is drawn by plate separation and
undergoes increasing partial melting as it rises. This
melt fractionates by crystallizing mainly olivine onto
the crack walls and this accretion, together with restite,
offsets the separation rate, maintaining its width at a

nominal figure of 20 cm, though this will obviously
vary with depth. For this wall accretion to occur the
temperature gradient up the walls must be
superadiabatic and this is a natural result of the LVZ
not being mobile. Due to the highly anisotropic thermal
conductivity of olivine (Chai et al., 1996) and the
contrastingly low thermal conductivity of silicate melt
(Snyder et al., 1994) those crystals oriented with their
a-axis (the seismically fast one) perpendicular to the
walls will grow the fastest by latent heat extraction,
thus building-in by crystallization the seismic
anisotropy of oceanic plates, especially well-marked in
the Pacific. The accretion onto the two walls will differ
according to the local ability to lose the heat laterally, a
process that gives the crack a self-straightening
property (Osmaston, 1995b), thus explaining the
straightness of MOR segments and their orthogonal
segmentation.
For our present purpose the most important feature
of the model is the way in which it operates and
generates ridge push. This depends upon the large
(some tens of times greater than thermal expansivity)
volume increase per joule input produced by the high
temperature solid-state phase-change transformations
of mantle material from garnet- to spinel-peridotite and
from spinel- to plagioclase-peridotite (Osmaston, 1973;
Wood and Yuen, 1983). For the latter phase change the
factor appears to be as high as 130-fold (B.J. Wood,
pers. comm. 2002). Depending on the spreading rate,
one or both of these will be present at an appropriate
level in the crack walls. An eruption up the crack will
heat the walls, but at the phase-change level the walls
will bulge inward additionally, closing the crack (if it is
narrow enough) and pushing the plates apart with the
available recrystallization force. Certainly high, the
precise evaluation of this force is currently problematic.
At most spreading rates the applicable phase change is
the garnet-to-spinel peridotite, so the push-apart level
(at 50 km+?) results in a substantial rift valley. But at
the fast spreading rates seen on the EPR the ridge can
be expected to have a relatively restricted zone of
plagioclase-peridotite near the crest, so the push-apart
level is very shallow and the rift valley minimal or
absent. In operation, it is envisaged that this push-apart
of the plates, following an eruption at one place, will
prise open the crack along strike, causing the process to
repeat there, and so on.
At the other end of the scale, very slow spreading
means that the mantle induced into the crack undergoes
insufficient melting to achieve melt segregation for
formation of typical oceanic crust, so the expected
result is a peridotitic intrusion laced with melt veins
and probably much wider than the crack width
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Figure 4. Principles of the deep and narrow mantle-crack model for mid-ocean ridges (MORs)
(Osmaston, 1995b; 2000b). Crustal construction details omitted. Seismic anisotropy is built-in
by columnar olivine crystallization on the crack walls. For spreading action see text. The incidence, or not, of rift faulting depends on the depth of phase-change push-apart. At slow
spreading rate, illustrated here, the relevant phase change is the garnet-to-spinel peridotite
but at fast ones the much shallower spinel-to-plagioclase peridotite change comes into play
and downfaulting is suppressed. At intermediate rate, these forms may alternate. The important variant associated with ultraslow spreading is discussed in the text. The form of the lithosphere-LVZ boundary is wholly pictorial; it needs recomputing in light of the LVZ properties
discussed in the text. Its interstitial melt lowers the thermal conductivity and traps heat until
subduction raises the pressure and refreezes it. The depth of the effective base of the plate will
depend on the applicable displacement stress levels rather than upon clear seismological criteria. For ophiolites, the counterpart model, exploiting the thick-plate paradigm in the case of
those emplaced hot, was outlined by Osmaston (2001c).
operative under high-melt conditions. By the same
token the wall-accretion crack-straightening
mechanism will not work either, nor will orthogonal
orientation of the axis operate. These effects have both
been reported, but not ubiquitously, from the Gakkel
Ridge, the Mohns Ridge and from the slow-spreading
SWIR (Dick et al., 2003a,b, 2004; Pedersen and
Hellevang, 2004; Cannat et al., 2004). The virtual lack
of segmentation on the Gakkel Ridge may partly be
because separation is already perpendicular to the
original (and now inherited) line of continental
splitting, but this does not apply to its absence on parts
of the very oblique-spreading SWIR. Finally, cumulate
olivine cannot crystallize on the now-poorly-defined
crack walls, so seismic anisotropy should be absent.
Despite these differences in action, heat from the
intrusion will still bring about extra dilatation in the
walls at the operative phase-change level, but in this
case, instead of closing the crack first, that dilatation
will push directly on the quasi-solid intrusion, thereby
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quite possibly generating more push-apart force than
when juxtaposing just-crystallized walls after closing
the crack first, as in the faster variants.
This volume dilatation within the ‘crack’ walls
will not be confined to horizontal expression but will
seek relief in the other two directions also. This will be
inhibited (mutually) in the along-strike direction but
possible in the vertical direction and this offers a basis
for explaining the intermittent uplift responsible for the
ruggedly ridged flank topography that is characteristic
of all except fast spreading ridges. The problem of how
median valley floor attains the elevated level of the
flanks was noted, but not successfully resolved, by
Osmaston (1971).
The push-apart prising action implies the
generation of a 'suction' force around the bottom of the
crack to draw mantle material into it, and having a
magnitude that corresponds to the push-apart force
generated by phase-change. This, as we shall see, is a
very important result.
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MOR. This depleted material is identified in two
ways; it is the 180-200 km thick zone from which
most kimberlite nodules are derived; it is also
seen seismologically as a high velocity
'lithosphere'. This 180-200km limit of depletion
supports that komatiite genesis was from a wet
mantle (Asahara and Ohtani, 2001); for a dry
mantle the source would need to have been at
nearly twice this depth to achieve the required
high-melting (Armstrong et al., 2005).
Although still regarded as tentative by many
seismologists, the unusual behaviour of the 410
km and 520 km seismological discontinuities
beneath Archaean cratons compared to that under
oceans has been taken to imply that their
tectospheres are at least that thick (Gu et al, 1998;
Agee, 1998). Other seismological investigations,
in places where young magmathermal effects
(e.g. kimberlite events) are probably absent (e.g.
western Australia, Simons et al., 1999; Siberian
craton, Priestley et al., 2003), find an apparent
LVZ at 200 km and beyond, leading them to infer
that the cratonic keel extends no deeper than 200
km, with a substantial drop in wave velocity
below that. How can these results be reconciled?
The deeper mantle xenoliths exhibit an
increasing degree of C,H,O,S, metasomatism by
fluids (Wyllie, 1987; Burgess and Harte, 1999; B.
Figure 5. Characterization of the different levels in the
Harte, pers comm 2000) clearly coming from
cratonic tectosphere as discussed in the text. It is prebelow. Seismologically, below the high velocity
sumed that splitting is achieved by initiating a mechani'lid', the inverse correlation of bulk soundwave to
cally induced diapir at the base, which then completes
shearwave velocity closely resembles that of the
the splitting diapirically so that the lateral boundary of
Pacific LVZ (e.g. G. Masters, pers. comm. 2002).
the old tectosphere is near-vertical. If splitting proIn the context of the perspective reached above
gresses, young, much thinner plate will be created in bethat the latter is not mobile, an identical
tween by progressive wall accretion to those walls, as in
conclusion
seems applicable here too. The
Figure 4. In this way cratonic deep keels retain their
presence
of
these fluids strongly suggests that this
identity (except where young STE may have carved it
underlying mantle is Archaean or early
away) and a coupling to forces from deep quasiProterozoic still-somewhat-wet mantle that was
horizontal flows of the upper mantle, as inferred in this
brought into place, perhaps with the depleted
paper. The diagram is specifically directed at Archaeanoceanic 'lid' above. That mantle would bear a
constructed tectosphere but is thought to be applicable
level of depletion appropriate to its age but
in modified form (e.g. thinner depleted zone) for some
certainly would be richer than the present subway into Proterozoic time.
oceanic upper mantle, and therefore be denser
because of higher garnet content. It was argued by
Jordan (1979; 1988) that the mantle in this position
Construction and characterization of cratonic deep
could not be garnet-rich because that would make it
tectospheric keels (Figure 5)
The construction of Archaean continental crust by
'drop off', but it is inferred here that the fluid content
the PSM intrusion of TTG into greenstone forearcs was
and the steeper thermal gradient (see below) must
outlined earlier. This, as mentioned, will have left in
offset the denser mineralogy.
place below the belt the oceanic plate and crust from
A further property conferred by interstitial fluid in
which the TTG derive. In generating that crust the
this zone is of interest. It is a matter of physics that,
mantle part of that plate will have been depleted at an
because of a change in the mode of heat conduction,
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liquids generally have a significantly lower
conductivity than the parent solid, so it was argued
(Osmaston, 1977) that interstitial fluid in LVZs
generally should exhibit low thermal conductivity.
More recently the very much lower conductivity of
silicate melt has been confirmed experimentally
(Snyder et al., 1994). It appears that this property is part
of the reason that, as mentioned earlier, even a 130 Ma
oceanic plate still retains enough heat at depth to show
up during subduction (see also the note about this in
Fig. 4). Very possibly this is why, as has long been
recognized, the mantle heat-flow into the base of
cratonic crust is low (the ultra-deep Kimberley
diamond mine would be far too hot if that were not so).
By the same reasoning, the mantle geotherm, rather flat
to ~180km, must steepen beyond that, and is confirmed
by temperature data on xenoliths (Nixon et al., 1981;
Wyllie, 1987).
Preliminary conclusion on plate thicknesses
The near-axis thickness of the oceanic plate
generated at MORs by the new model (Fig. 4) depends
on further assessment of a number of factors, including
petrogenetic considerations, that are outside the scope
of this paper. It seems likely to exceed 60 km, perhaps
substantially, and is likely to increase with age, but
much more slowly than in the existing models.
The subduction downbend mechanism outlined in
Section 2 and Figures 2 and 3 escapes from the
constraint, imposed by the elastic flexure concept, that
outer rises demand thin flexible plates. Its through-plate
step-faulting replacement is not particularly constrained
by the plate thickness at the time of subduction. An
interesting effect, however, is that at older-plate
downbends, graben, rather than steps, are increasingly
prevalent on trench outer slopes. The graben widths
vary down effectively to zero width, whereas the step
‘treads’ seldom go below 5 km width. This suggests
that as the vertical extent of the fault increases (thicker
plate), imperfection of their cylindricity increasingly
causes the faults to yawn upon displacement.
It is noteworthy in this context that
microseismicity occurs to a depth of >70 km in the
subducting plate below the flat interface of the NE
Japan (Tohoku) forearc (Hasegawa et al., 1991; Zhao,
2001), nearly three times the elastic thickness (28 km)
calculated on the elastic flexure assumption by
Caldwell et al. (1976) from the outer rise nearby, where
the plate is of similar age.
A final item in the thin-plate view of oceanic
plates has been the presence of moats around
volcanoes. Recognition of mantle phase-change
properties, already discussed, appears in principle to
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offer an alternative interpretation compatible with
plates being thick (Fig. 6) but without constraint upon
the actual thickness, apart from any petrogenetic ones
from the volcanic product.
The plate/tectosphere thickness of cratons (Fig. 5)
may lie somewhere between 520 km and the base of the
upper mantle at 660 km. That thickness has NOT been
achieved by progressive cooling over time but may
have remained little changed since it was constructed
below its corresponding crust. The properties seem to
depend greatly on the characteristics of the Archaean
mantle. After its disconnection from the lower mantle,
the mobile part of the upper mantle would, in the
Proterozoic, have progressively lost these by the
depletion and drying that has finally led to its present
state. So it is not clear at present for how long through
the Proterozoic this deep-keeled mode of construction
may have prevailed.
Since the observation of intrinsic properties, as
discussed above, is not able to provide firm answers as
to thickness of cratonic tectospheres we will approach
the matter (below) from the perspective of the actual
mechanical behaviour in the plate tectonics realm.
BACK-ARC OPENING AND STRONG RIDGE
PUSH: RESOLUTION OF THE PARADOX?
Since the early proposal of Karig (1971) it has
become widely believed that the opening of back-arc
basins during active subduction shows that subduction
is driven by slab pull, of which roll-back has been seen
as a possible consequence. Recognition that some
subduction zones show firm evidence of a compressive
environment in the upper plate (Uyeda and Kanamori,
1979; Uyeda, 1983; Jordan et al ., 1983) had led Uyeda
and Kanamori (1979) to refer to these as ‘Chilean type’
as distinct from ‘Mariana type’. Nevertheless, Hamilton
(1988) ignored this paradox, asserting firmly (and
influentially) that subduction produces an extensional
state in the upper plate.
Our emphasis, in preceding sections of this paper,
of the wide importance of, and evidence for,
compression in the upper plate, together with the
difficulty of achieving extensive STE and downbend
advance by means of slab pull, merely serves to
underline the severity of the paradox. Fortunately,
however, this is yet another case in which the thickplate perspective yields a benefit. The phenomenon
known as anticlastic curvature, illustrated in Figure 7,
is well-known to engineers (e.g. Case et al., 1999) and
familiar to anyone bending a thick sheet of metal or
plastic without clamping it, and is due to the along-axis
extrusion of material compressed at the inside of the
bend. The thicker the plate, the stronger the effect.
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Figure 6. Sketch of the way in which, within a thick-plate paradigm, the very high volume
change per joule associated with thermal displacement of the garnet-peridotite to spinelperidotite phase change (see text), and vice versa, may be the cause of moats around oceanic
volcanoes and not the result of flexure under load. In the waning stage, reversal of the phase
change, in response to reduced heating, begins nearest to the volcanic axis.
Most back-arc basins that formed while subduction
was active - Mariana, Ryukyu, Kuril, Banda, Cretan
Sea – demonstrate that the ends of the arc have
remained pinned, being excluded from the basinforming motion. This discrimination is not to be
expected of roll-back. The stronger effect with a thicker
plate also applies to where it is older, e.g. for the
Mariana arc, where it also makes the downbend steeper
in the middle (e.g. Fukao et al., 2001), as expected from
Figure 7.
Early on, Uyeda and Kanamori (1979) drew
attention to the now well-established very low level of
shallow and intermediate depth seismicity experienced
by the Marianas as marking a minimal degree of
seismic coupling. This suggests that the apparent
restriction of both seismic coupling and STE action to
plates younger than about 70 Ma may be due not only
to higher thermal buoyancy but also to a lack of
significant anticlastic curvature effects.
Japan Sea and Lau Basin are Exceptions;
‘sideways’ displacement of the arc by convergence
vector partitioning, attributable to prior segmentation
by STE (Osmaston, 1992a) seems applicable here
(right-lateral shear in the Japan Sea case (Jolivet et al.,
1999)) but is outside the scope of this paper. As
discussed below, the Aleutian Arc has only pre-arc
floor behind it.

Figure 7. Resolution of the subduction paradox.
Anticlastic flexure makes curved arcs; roll-back
does not. The proposed anticlastic curvature
mechanism (see text) whereby anticlastic flexure of
the downbending plate in the presence of strong
ridge push (needed to drive the downbending action)
can cause the bowing of island arcs and the opening
of back-arc basins behind them, all without the help
of slab pull.
CHEMICAL AND MECHANICAL EFFECTS OF
DEEP-KEELED CRATONS IN THE CONTEXT
OF A TWO-LAYER MANTLE
Chemical effects.
The descent, into the lower mantle, of stishovitic
lumps of subducted and transformed oceanic crust (to
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build D") requires that, with 2-layer convection since
2.22 Ga, a compensating volume of lower mantle
material migrates upward through the 660 km
discontinuity into the TZ. If as much as half the crustal
volume subducted annually (Crisp, 1984) succeeds in
entering the lower mantle as dense lumps it is readily
calculated that the global upward migration ('seepage')
rate would currently be about 2.5 mm/century (25
km/Ga) a rate possibly achievable by diffusion rather
than by puncturing the boundary. It was contended by
Anderson and Bass (1986) that the velocity/depth
profile through the TZ, arrived at in the global seismic
velocity model PREM, could not be satisfied
isochemically. Maybe this reflects the presence of this
seepage zone material.
If craton tectospheres are thick enough that
splitting them draws up between them late-Archaeandegree rich (and volatile-rich) ex-lower mantle material
from this 'seepage' zone within the TZ, we should see
this in the chemistry of the resulting magmas. There is
good evidence of this in two situations. The Dupal
isotopic signature (Dupré and Allégre, 1983; Hart,
1984) implies a contribution from a source that has not
suffered depletion since 2.5-3.0 Ga. Notably, this
signature overprints both OIB and MORB in much of
the Indian Ocean (Hart, 1984; Osmaston, 2000a)
which, as we know, has mostly been made by the
separation of cratons. The other situation is in the case
of the so-called Iceland plume. It is now recognised
petrologically that the high North Atlantic magmatism
is characterized by higher water content, centered upon
Iceland (Nichols et al, 2002), rather than by the higher
mantle temperature envisaged by geophysicists, and
recent observations have shown that this wetness
extends for a short distance along the Gakkel Ridge
(Michael et al., 2003a). Such wetness is the other
anticipated characteristic of lower mantle material that
has entered the TZ seepage zone. The separation here
was of the Greenland craton from the Archaean
Scottish Western Isles and from the Baltica craton
further north.
These results tell us that cratonic keels do indeed
go deep enough to stir up the TZ seepage zone material,
or to draw upon it as they separate, but that is not
definitive of the depth into the TZ because the seepage
layer has an unknown thickness, both because we do
not know the integrated input to it since 2.2 Ga and
because it has clearly been depleted by being drawn
upon and stirred throughout that interval, not least by
the 660 km ponding of subducted former slabs. So it is
unlikely even to have a globally uniform thickness.
Mechanical-tectonic effects.
With a two-layer mantle, the 660 km discontinuity
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has evidently behaved as a barrier to large-scale
upward movement of mantle, except at the very slow
diffusional rates that have built the seepage zone in the
TZ. If cratons have keels that extend right to 'the 660',
splitting one to create an ocean between must raise the
immediate difficulty of where to get the mantle from to
put beneath that widening ocean. Likewise, the
convergence of two cratons must expel mantle
‘sideways’ from between them; thus the westward
‘indenter’ action of the Moesian cratonic microplate
(Bulgaria-Romania) may result from ArabiaBaltica/Russia convergence (Osmaston, 2005b). The
examples discussed below may not demand that
cratonic keels actually reach the 660 but if the
arguments given by Osmaston (2003) for a physical
engagement between the East Antarctica keel and the
top of the lower mantle are sustained then this
possibility for other cratons will have to be entertained.
Atlantic opening.
In the opening of the South Atlantic the mantle
supply problem does appear to have been encountered
but solved by the drawing of Pacific mantle through the
Caribbean (see Alvarez, 2001) and Scotia gaps, both of
whose floors have, on abundant evidence, moved or
spread eastward, and are probably continuing to do so.
A possible sign that the South American plate is indeed
almost 'scraping the floor' as it moves westwards
relative to the 660 was the deep Bolivian earthquake of
1994 for which the analysis showed multiple horizontal
rupture at close to 636 km depth (Beck et al., 1995;
Kirby et al., 1995). For the North Atlantic a similar
problem arose, so the inferred sub-Caribbean mantle
flow must have done, and still be doing, service there
too, of which the Puerto Rico Trench at its northeastern
margin may afford evidence.
But what actually motivated these flows? The
standard MOR model, with divergent mantle flow at
the axis, requires the assistance of slab pull to induce
the upwelling. The magnitude of that theoretical slab
pull force has depended in major part upon the density
of the slab beyond 300 km depth, and especially of the
part thought to enter the lower mantle (Minear and
Toksöz, 1970). Our new perception of what is actually
happening at subduction zones has to be that the
presumed high density of slabs is being lost by
reheating and that the sinkage of detached lumps
entering the lower mantle can exert no, or very little,
pull (Osmaston, 2003). For these reasons it is no longer
appropriate to argue that the South Atlantic is being
'pulled open' by the action of sub-Andean slab pull or,
even more pointedly, the North Atlantic by the (now
largely absent) subduction under western North
America, and the extensive flat subduction under it
during the Sevier-Laramide sequence 95-44 Ma
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(Osmaston, 1995a).
Our new MOR model, however, as we have
shown, should generate much more ridge push than the
standard divergent mantle flow model. More important
in the Caribbean-Scotia context is that the model also
keeps itself, and the growing space beneath it, supplied
with mantle by means of the 'suction' force, of
comparable magnitude, that it generates at depth below
the axis. This importance is because the forelanddirected thrusting exhibited by the Andean subduction
suggests that the EPR ridge push may approximately
neutralize that of the SMAR in the opposite direction.
Gakkel suction and Eurekan compression.
We will now consider the northward extension of
the North Atlantic past Greenland and into the Arctic.
As mentioned in the Introduction, it apparently began
as a split at about 83 Ma (chron 33) in the Gulf of
Labrador (Srivastava and Roest, 1995), being followed
only later by a split up the eastern side of Greenland
(chron 24, early Eocene). The splitting of the
Lomonosov Ridge from the southern (shelf-edge)
margin of the Eurasia basin prior to Chron 24 is not
seen in the spreading-type anomalies but is marked by a
magnetically muted zone 50-100 km wide next to the
Lomonsov Ridge and by a not-so-quiet zone along the
southern margin (Vogt et al., 1979; Glebovsky et al.,
2000; Brozena et al., 2003). It is likely that this is due
to the anomaly-muting effect of heavy syn-separation
sedimentation, long known from the Gulf of California
(Larson et al., 1972; Klitgord et al., 1974) and more
recently from the area west of the Antarctic Peninsula
(Larter and Barker, 1991). This may also be the cause
of the similar situation in the Gulf of Bothnia.
In northern Greenland both Paech (2001) and
Lyberis and Manby (2001) found signs of a preEurekan deformation with some south-vergent features.
It is suggested that this actually records strong thermal
upwarping (to be expected from phase changes within a
thick-tectosphere craton) of the northern edge,
associated with this early initiation of the Gakkel
Ridge, so is not of the same kind as the Eurekan
deformation. The pre-64 Ma intraplate alkali basalt
magmatism at Kap Washington (Estrada et al., 2001)
seems to support this picture.
The temporal dependence of the Eurekan
compression upon Greenland becoming an independent
plate (Tessensohn and Piepjohn, 2001) strongly
suggests that this plate was the one having force
applied to it. I therefore infer, as foreshadowed in the
Introduction, that the responsible force was due to a
northward deep upper mantle flow, in the northern
Atlantic region, to satisfy the demand for mantle by the
suction of the Gakkel Ridge.

If the Gakkel Ridge suction argument is to be
applicable we must assume, therefore, that this suction
was in existence before the Eurekan compression, and
has continued since. To conclude the paper this is
briefly discussed next.
Arctic Ocean demand for mantle, the Indian
collision and the Aleutians.
The Arctic Ocean is circumscribed by cratonic
blocks with presumably deep keels. Apart from the
present Greenland-Baltica gap, just discussed, two
notable gaps are the West Siberian basin and the Bering
Strait. The extent to which the Verkhoyansk foldbelt
overlies another potential gap is is unclear, but if the
effective fulcrum of Arctic opening is currently near
the Lena delta, the resulting compression at depth
below the belt may militate against its use as a mantle
flow path. Opening of the present ocean basins is
thought to have begun as early as Late Jurassic (Vogt et
al., 1979). The West Siberian gap has been a
permanency throughout this period, and longer.
Southward of this gap, Khazakhstan exhibits an
intensely disrupted tectonic structure, suggesting that
any keels of the scattered older elements do not form a
coherent barrier to the supply of mantle northward. I
suggest, therefore, that India's northwards compression
is identical in nature to that inferred above for the
action of Arctic MOR suction upon Greenland. In this
case, however, there is, around southern India, a
globally uniquely deep (>80 m), and hitherto
unexplained, depression in the unfiltered geoid (e.g.
Nerem et al., 1994) which might be the dynamical
result of that suction. The extraordinarily widespread
disruption across central Asia associated with the
Indian collision seems consistent with the squeeze force
being applied right across the Asian plate. Speculating
still further, it might have been this suction that
detached India from Gondwanaland at about the time
that the Arctic began to open, and brought about its
northwards 'flight' and eventual collision. Superficially
rather far-fetched, this would necessarily depend upon
the suction flow being channelled by an effective
corridor of cratonic keels, laying onus upon the layout
of cratonic dispositions at the appropriate times.
The Bering Strait gap, by contrast, appears to be
quite young in origin. Various reconstructions have
been proposed but will not be discussed here. The
Aleutian Arc, thought to have been initiated in the
Palaeocene (there is ‘no pre-Eocene record’ (Vallier et
al., 1994)), is not the result of back-arc extension
(Cooper et al., 1976) but its perfect arc is original and
appears to have been initiated by the convergence of
sub-Pacific mantle flow upon the Bering gap. If correct,
this timing offers some constraint upon Arctic
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reconstructions and more particularly upon the
development of a Bering Strait gap between
tectospheric keels.
A final point is that the Gakkel Ridge exhibits
marked along-strike changes in the fertility of its source
mantle (Michael et al., 2003b; Hellebrand et al., 2003).
These differences may reflect the upper mantle streams
that supply it from beneath three different oceans.
CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
It has been shown that the Eurekan compression
was the product of forces applied to the deep
tectospheric keel of Greenland by the deep upper
mantle flow needed to supply the early MOR (Gakkel)
spreading, and the upper mantle volume beneath it,
forming the Eurasia Basin. This is one of several plate
motions showing the action of this mechanism. One
appears to be the eastwards motions of the Scotia and
Caribbean plates, drawing Pacific upper mantle to put
under the widening Atlantic. Another, again due to the
demands of an opening Arctic basin largely rimmed by
deep cratonic keels, except at the major West Siberian
gap, may be the northwards detachment of India from
Gondwanaland and its 'flight' to the collision with Asia,
within which it has done so much damage. Another, but
relatively minor, consequence may have been the
initiation of the Aleutian Arc by the convergence of
Pacific mantle flow upon the Bering gap.
For this kind of explanation to be available three
conditions must be satisfied and it has been reasoned
here that they are. These are:(A) the 660 km discontinuity must be a barrier to
mantle flow (but not to slow chemical diffusion),
requiring a new perspective on the subduction process
that owes much to appreciating the character and
evident heat content of the oceanic plates that feed it;
(B) Archaean-early Proterozoic cratons have
tectospheric keels that extend to, or nearly to, the base
of the upper mantle, having largely been constructed
like that, not developed by progressively deeper
cooling;
(C) the MOR plate-constructing process is that of
a new MOR model that (i) incorporates the oceanic
LVZ as an integral part of the plate, and (ii) produces a
sub-plate suction to provide it with the mantle it
requires, not only for incorporation into the oceanic
plate but for the entire upper mantle below the
widening ocean.
A direct consequence of (A) is that slab pull can
no longer be the major player that drives plate
tectonics. Evidence (Atwater et al., 1993; Searle et al.,
1993) of important changes of plate motion at the times
of the beginning and end of the long Cretaceous
Superchron, however, led Osmaston (2003) to reason
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that polar electromagnetic coupling clockwise torque at
the CMB, transmitted through the high-viscosity lower
mantle, has been picked up by the deep tectospheric
keel of East Antarctica and that this has been the main
plate tectonic agent for at least the past 150 Ma. In this
context, the actions include the initiation of the South
Atlantic and the anticlockwise rotation of Africa. It
may also be noted that the initiation of the opening of
the Gulf of Labrador at Chron 34-33 (83.5 Ma) is
among several global events now known to be
temporally tied to the end of the Superchron.
Conversely, with no craton currently occupying the
Arctic, to pick up a corresponding torque, this could
explain why plate tectonics is relatively inactive in the
northern hemisphere. If accepted, this line of reasoning
provides additional support for (B).
The thick-plate perspective developed here is
clearly in conflict with that based on interpretations of
apparent plate flexure. Such geophysical interpretations
seem never to have taken account of the substantial
differential vertical motions that mantle phase changes,
now seen to occur within the thickness of the plate,
could produce as the result of quite small
redistributions of temperature. An obvious example
(Fig. 6) is that in its dying stages, the mantle duct
supplying an intraplate volcano will transmit less heat
to the surrounding mantle, enabling a reversal of phasechange to occur there, with resulting subsidence that is
not the product of loading by the edifice. Another case,
as mentioned at the outset (Fig. 2), is that outer rises at
trenches are no longer a measure of plate flexural
rigidity. Thirdly, and uniquely, the thick-plate
perspective renders applicable the anticlastic curvature
mechanism (Fig. 7) for the curving of arcs and opening
of back-arc basins in the presence of strong ridge push,
thus resolving a paradox of long standing (Uyeda and
Kanamori, 1979).
Finally, the recognition here that the presence of
low seismic velocities directly below the high-velocity
lithosphere, both in the oceans and under cratons, does
NOT signify mobility of that material, requires an
important change of terminology. The mobility term
'asthenosphere' which currently is applied to this
material, by default, is no longer appropriate unless its
use is justified in that particular case.
Each of the foregoing new perspectives is hardly
acceptable as a stand-alone change to the present form
of the plate tectonics paradigm. It is only when they are
put together that the real benefits emerge and lead to
the remarkable conclusion that upper mantle flows
associated with MOR activity in the Arctic have been a
major agent in global tectonics, at least throughout the
Cenozoic. This result offers a new dimension to the
debate on the form of mantle convection, previously
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limited to seismology and geochemistry.
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